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 A new test version of our front page that includes more developed “donations” has been 

sent around and is awaiting approval.  

o One issue is the brochure itself is on the website as a PDF, which is good if the 

patron wants to print it out, but bad for showing the brochure on mobile devices. 

o We can put it up as an image instead, which displays universally but makes 

printing weirder.  

 All of our old laptops (that I could find) have been converted to Linux (It’s like windows, 

but different and free). If we find a way to secure them they can be loaned to patrons 

within the Library, otherwise they can be used for library programs that require them.  

 Persistent issue between our circulation machines and RCLS is being investigated by 

RCLS. Connection between our system and RCLS is being interrupted intermittently 

which makes troubleshooting difficult. Will follow up with them Thursday (5/11).  

 Some more information has been added to the tabs along the top of our website.  

 Began building a “Friends” website, I decided LibGuides would be best to host them. 

LibGuides is provided through the RCLS system and is a way to organize information.  

I’ll reach out with a demo first and then hammer down specifics.  I’ve been given a list of 

their needs: 

o Membership information and subscriptions – PayPal does support subscriptions 

but I’ll have to test it to see exactly how it works. 

o Current fundraisers: A basic list, each fundraiser would link to its corresponding 

PayPal.  

o Image Gallery: potentially the biggest hassle in the long run, just because 

uploading images is time consuming.  

 LibGuides is also a likely solution to creating a board page, it can be password protected. 

 My tech support hours have received more interest, for the past few weeks I’ve gotten 3 

people come in on each Tuesday, but none on Wednesday. Issues are usually with mobile 

devices, and have been very specific (which makes these sessions more interesting at 

least).  

 One issue was someone was finding themselves on mylife.com, turns out this website 

trawls through public records and publishes anything they can find. They hide some 

pieces behind a paywall, but what they have publicly available can be a little creepy. 

Having your information removed also costs money. One more thing for you to worry 

about.  

 A user account specific to Danielle was created so that permissions to certain shares on 

the server such as payroll could be restricted to just her and Mary-Paige. Previously she 

had been using the generic staff account. 

 


